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Andrew R. Nelson 
promoted to Shareholder at   

Friedman Stroffe & Gerard, P.C. 
 

 
IRVINE, CA, JANUARY 18, 2016 --- Andrew R. Nelson has been 

promoted to Shareholder at Friedman Stroffe & Gerard, P.C., a 

leading transactional and litigation law firm based in Irvine.  

 

Nelson leverages his 14 years of litigation experience to help clients 

resolve disputes, not only successfully, but cost-efficiently. His 

practice focuses on avoidance and resolution of commercial 

disputes, including those involving trade secrets, complex contracts, 

trademarks, copyrights, and other intellectual property issues and 

business practices. Nelson has represented clients coming from the defense, financial services, 

professional staffing, and apparel-footwear-accessories manufacturing and retail industries. A 

U.S. Army veteran, Nelson has a particular interest helping veteran-owned and veteran-

directed businesses. 
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Outside the office Nelson has chaired the Orange County Bar Association’s Entertainment, 

Sports & Marketing Section (2015) and is a member of the 82nd Airborne Division Association. 

 

Nelson earned his J.D. from the University of the Pacific (2001), and his B.A. in political science 

and history from the University of Washington (1998). 

 

About the firm: Friedman Stroffe & Gerard, P.C. is a full-service business law firm representing 

domestic and foreign clients (from corporations listed on national and regional stock exchanges 

to family owned businesses and individuals) in a wide variety of business transactions and 

litigation matters. Members of the firm have worked as in-house attorneys or in other senior 

executive positions in the business arena and use that knowledge and "hands-on" experience to 

analyze and solve clients’ legal problems. The firm’s practice groups include: Corporate & 

Business including Mergers and Acquisitions; Intellectual Property; Real Estate & Construction; 

Litigation; Employment & Labor; and Tax & Estate Planning. 


